Utopia Be 2-way kit

**ADVANTAGES**
- Available in 2 versions: active: without crossover or passive: with crossover

**TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS**
- 2-way kit, 6\(\text{\textfrac{1}{2}}\)" [165mm] diameter
- Woofer: 6\(\text{\textfrac{1}{2}}\)" [165mm]
- "W" cone
- Beryllium inverted dome tweeter
- Max. power: 160W

- Zamak chassis
  Rigid and non-magnetic

- 2 Ohm voice-coil
  Sensitivity rise

- 1\(\text{\textfrac{1}{4}}\)" [32mm] high voice-coil on Kapton former
  Low distortion rate

- Beryllium tweeter
  For a unique reproduction

- Engraved serial number

- W sandwich cone
  Beyond standard rigidity

- Nom. power: 80W
- Sensitivity (2.83V/1m): 93dB
- Impedance: 2 Ohms
- Frequency response: 60Hz - 30kHz
  (Grilles supplied)